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R:=Revervesed

0 Fool- Border Collie- Impulsive people or actions. A new or risky venture. R: Reckless, irrational. 1 Magician- Rabbit- Showing off, displaying skill,
cleverness or talent. R: Being tricked, deception or manipulation. 2 Sorceress- Dutch Rabbit- A clever and quiet individual. Common sense and careful
study. R: Physical illness, reservedness. 3 Empress- Guinea Pig- A woman, a mother, daughter, sister or wife. Head of home or workplace. R: Being
smothered, manipulating through guilt. 4 Emperor- Guinea Pig- A man, a father, son, brother or husband. A person of authority. R: Oppression,
domination, an unfair balance of power. 5 Hierophant- Goldfish- A mysterious, wise person, actions with far reaching consequences. R: An inability to
see the facts. 6 Lovers- Two Cats- The heart, love, romantic relationships, significant other. R: Strife, jealousy, temptation, lack of trust. 7 Chariot- Rat
on Dog- A force to be reckoned with, swift, unstoppable, the inevitable, change. R: Lack of control, a sudden emotional upset. 8 Strength- Dog and CatPhysical strength, reserve, conquering adversity. Taking charge, responsibility. R: Being overwhelmed, lack of direction. 9 Hermit- HamsterIntrospection, solitude, careful thinking. A loner. R: Loneliness, isolation, depression. 10 Wheel- Hamster on Wheel- Fate, destiny, kismet, luck. R:
Stagnation, unexpected change. 11 Justice- Mice- Fairness, balance, karma. harmony. Reliance on facts rather than emotion. R: Unbalance, unfairness,
biased actions. 12 The Chained Dog- Being held back, stasis. A suspension of effort, indecisiveness. R: Being controlled by fear, being restrained. 13
Death- Black Cat- Transformation. sudden unexpected change, a definitive decision. Loss. R: Transcendation, an ending of suffering. 14 TemperanceGoldfish- Balance, patience, moderation, the avoidance of extremes. R: Overindulgence, gluttony or greed, irrationality. 15 Devil- Beagle- Temptation,
deception, selfishness. Too good to be true. R: Seeing evil, giving in to temptation. 16 Tower- Cat and Fishbowl- A sudden disruption, epiphany, event,
a visitor, a disaster. R: Painful changes inevitable break down. 17 Star- Parakeet- Hope, guidance, new horizons, the future. Help and acceptance. R:
False hope, misguided direction or wishful thinking. 18 Moon- Rabbit- Ever changing, ficklness, unreliability. Unseen actions. R: Doubt or dread, a
warning. 19 Sun- Cockatoo- Success, happiness, good friendship, genuine feelings. Well being. R: Overindulgence, blindness. 20 Judgment- Canary- A
wake up call, an awakening, a call to action, an important opportunity or decision. R: Penance, to forgive, to admit wrongs. 21 The World- Cat and DogCompletion and fulfillment. Taking control, clarity, peacefulness. R: Shift in power, imbalance, a pivotal point.
Dogs (clubs)
1. Yellow lab-A visionary idea, the obtainment of knowledge. a path to fortune. 2. Two dachshunds- The loss of balance or direction. Indecisivness. 3.
Digging dog- Bold ideas, enterprise, practical knowledge. 4. Dog in a doghouse- Refuge, home. Safety. A need to be alone. 5. Dog chases a cat- An
unsatisfactory result, an unrealized idea. a metal block. 6. Dog holding a newspaper- Good news, advancement, the realization of an idea. 7. Leaping
terrier dog- Overcoming problems, new ideas, triumph over difficulties. 8. Sleeping dog- Sadness, an abandoned idea, unforeseen separation, one sided
relationship. 9. Dog pulling a rope- Hard work, strength, forethought. Labor, difficulty. 10. Dog between two toys- The end of a journey. A stressful or
pressured decision. Pup. Hound puppy- A hard working individual. loyal and trustworthy. A message. Knight. Terrier Dog- A somewhat indecisive,
enthusiastic person. A journey or undertaking. Queen. Shepherd Dog- A loving, sympathetic woman, charming and social, sometimes overindulgent.
King. Greyhound- An honest and practical man, fair in his dealings and careful in handling money, friendships.
Birds (cups)
1. Quaker Parakeet- Joy, love at first sight, life long friendships, family. 2. Two parakeets- Jealousy, worry, distrust, fear of commitment. 3. Cockatiel
with seeds- A good conclusion, a healing resolution. 4. Bird in a cage looking out a window- Unhappiness, disillusionment, weariness. A disappointing
experience. 5. Two lovebirds- A meaningless relationship, a rivalry, a loveless person. 6. Gray parrot- Memories and nostalgia, thoughtfulness. regret. 7.
Canary on a branch- Daydreams, foolish whims, fantasy,unrealistic expectations. 8. Sleeping parakeet- Shyness, frustration in relationships, a separation.
9. Finch on top of a cage- Success without happiness, obtainment without joy. 10. Green parrot- Happiness, excitement, a celebration or festive event.
Chick. A youngster, somewhat shy or fearful, A message from the heart. Knight. Cockatoo- A romantic individual, loyal, sweet natured. Has their heart
on their sleeve. A journey fueled by emotion. Queen. Red Macaw- A beautiful, austere woman, intimidating yet fair. Can be fickle, but is warm when
she chooses. King. Blue Macaw- A learned and industrious man, fond of the finer things in life, having an abundant appetite.
Cats (swords)
1. Black and white cat- Victory or success, achievement though effort. 2. Two cats facing each other- A stalemate, a halting of efforts, not being able to
see more than one way out. 3. Calico cat- A delay, inability to proceed. A sense of obligation that prevents action. 4. Cat in a box- A need to be left
alone, isolation. 5. Two cats- A misunderstanding, an overreaction, a negative response, delays. 6. Cat with a toy- Stealing or hoarding. Getting away
with something. 7. Cat under a blanket attacking another- Deception that creates gain. Clandestine behavior, dishonesty. 8. Startled, leaping cat- A
sudden outburst of emotion, an injury or ailment. A surprise event. 9. Cat in a bowl of yarn- Careful study, hard work, a need for diligence. 10. Cat
under the bed- Shyness, sorrow, and a sense of isolation, discontinued effort. Kitten. An alert and perceptive younger person. May not always tell the
truth but wants to succeed. Knight. Russian blue cat- A dashing, active individual, skilled and strong, brave and trustworthy. Queen. Maine coon cat- A
powerful woman, smart and quick witted. A capable person, often taking action and fiercely loyal. King. Siamese cat- A strong and forceful man, used to
getting what he wants. He can be somewhat reserved and hard to read.
Rodents (pentacles)
1. Mouse with berry- Happiness, perfection. The obtainment of material goods. 2. Two rats in a maze- Difficulty, obstacles or setbacks, feelings of
embarrassment. 3. Mouse on a wire- A mastery of a skill, artistic effort or overcoming obstacles. 4. A gerbil with cheese- A bonus, unexpected gain, the
love for material things. 5. Mouse in a cage- Loss, separation, feelings of guilt, failure. Inability to be honest. 6. A rat in a cup- Generosity, gift giving or
philanthropy and sharing. An act of kindness. 7. Mouse on a guinea pig- Ingenuity, hard work, careful planning, and cooperation. Special craftiness, and
progressing by planning ahead. 8. Mouse out in the open- Loss of faith or a sense of direction. A misunderstanding. 9. Mouse in a hole- A failed attempt
during difficulty a need for vigilance, to withdraw. 10. Hamster filling its cheeks- An increase in fortune, investment, prosperity, well being, or riches.
Kit. Baby mouse- A young and clever person, good at small tasks. A good student in need of more study. Knight. White rat- A careful and reliable
person. Responsible, thoughtful, though can be somewhat condescending. Queen. A white mouse- A prosperous and handsome woman. She is secure in
both ideas and wealth. A fair judge with much practical knowledge. King. A white rat- An experienced leader, moral but not very social.

